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Abstract Technical results about the time dependence of eigenvectors of reduced density operators
are considered, and the relevance of these results is discussed for modal interpretations of quantum
mechanics which take the corresponding eigenprojections to represent definite properties. Continuous

eigenvectors can be found if degeneracies are avoided. We show that, in finite dimensions, the

space of degenerate operators has co-dimension 3 in the space of all reduced operators, suggesting
that continuous eigenvectors almost surely exist. In any dimension, even when degeneracies are

hit, we find conditions under which a theorem due to Rellich can provide continuous eigenvectors.
We use this result to formulate an extended version of the modal interpretation. We also discuss

eigenvector instability which we argue poses a serious problem for the modal interpretation, even
in our extended version. Many examples are given to illustrate the mathematics.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we shall consider some technical results about the time-dependent
behaviour of the eigenvectors, or eigenprojections, of reduced density operators and discuss
the relevance of these results for modal interpretations of quantum mechanics. The idea
common to the modal interpretations of quantum mechanics, in the versions by Kochen
[1], Krips [2], Dieks [3], Healey [4], Vermaas and Dieks [5], and Clifton [6], is that, by using
the spectral resolution of a system's reduced density operator, one can always attribute
certain (generally time-dependent) properties to a quantum system. We shall focus on the
version of the modal interpretation presented in [5], A brief survey of other versions is

given in [7],

Suppose a quantum mechanical system S to be defined on a Hilbert space Tis, with
its environment defined on Tie and the total Hilbert space of the universe taking the form
Ti Ti.s ® He- Given a density operator state on Ti, S can be assigned a reduced density
operator p, by partially tracing over the degrees of freedom of Tie. p will also be referred
to as the reduced state. We shall assume, in general, that the state on Ti is a pure state

|f><f|, in which case p, which will be denoted by (I^X^Ds, is closely related to the
Schmidt decomposition of the vector \1/. This means that our results are also relevant to
naive versions of the many-worlds interpretation. Indeed, confrontation with some of the
same problems that we shall raise here for modal interpretations was a motivation for one
of us to develop a technically sophisticated version of the many-worlds interpretation [8].

Whether or not the state on the total Hilbert space is pure, p may well be mixed, p
has a unique spectral resolution of the form

Yp» (1.1)

with 0 < pm < 1, Y^mPm 1, and pm / pn whenever m ^ n. As density operators are
compact operators, this spectral resolution is discrete and pm > 0 implies that Pm is a
finite-dimensional projection. Vermaas and Dieks [5] interpret the projections Pm in the
spectral resolution of the reduced state as representing definite properties of the system,
corresponding to propositions which are either true or false. For each m, pmdim(Pm) is
the probability that Pm is the property that is actually possessed and corresponds to a
true proposition, and the Pn with n / m are then actually not possessed and correspond
to false propositions.

p also has "eigenvector decompositions" which take the form

n=l

where N denotes the dimension of Tis (N may or may not be finite), (tpn)^=x is an
orthonormal basis of Tis, and (rn)n=i is a sequence of non-negative real numbers summing
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to one. The sequence (rn)^=x is unique if the eigenexpansion is "ordered" in the sense
that rx > r2 > The sequence of the pm of (1.1) is the sequence of distinct values of the

rn, and the eigenprojections Pm of (1.1) are given by Pm /^{iV'nXV'nl : rn pm}.
The tpn however are not unique; any union of orthonormal bases of the subspaces PmTis
will give a possible sequence of eigenvectors. The non-uniqueness is insignificant only if all
the PmTis are one-dimensional, in which case it corresponds merely to the possibility of
multiplication of each tpn by an arbitrary phase factor.

This paper addresses questions connected with the continuity and stability of the time
evolution of these decompositions of reduced states. In general, we shall consider time
evolution driven by a Hamiltonian acting on the total Hilbert space Ti. We shall see that
not only can the continuity of the eigenvalues r„ be established, but also that it is possible,
under fairly mild conditions (laid out in section 4), to find eigenvectors which are analytic
in time; even at instants when the dimensions of the Pm change (degeneracy points). In
addition to these questions of continuity, we shall also examine the quite separate question
of the stability of eigenprojections in the neighbourhood of a degeneracy.

example 1.3 Suppose that Tis is two-dimensional. Consider, for 0 < e < |, reduced

density matrices pE and <re given in some fixed basis by pE I 2 i
1 and

ae I 2
1 j. Then, as long as e > 0, pe and o£ each have unique pairs of one-dimensional

eigenprojections, given by J and I
J for pe and by f f f J and Jx x2

for ae. Continuity and stability problems arise because, although these pairs are independent

of £, pe is arbitrarily close to ae for e sufficiently small, e 0 is the degeneracy point,
where p£ cre, any normalized vector is an eigenvector, and the spectral resolution (1.1)

contains only the two-dimensional eigenprojection I

example 1.4 Ignoring for the moment the question of existence of total spaces and

Hamiltonians, possible time-dependent two-dimensional density operators include

A) p(t) I 2 j J for — 1 < t < |. In this case, the degeneracy point is passed

through at t 0, but a continuous eigenvector decomposition is given by

p(t)=a+t)(i s)+(j-*)(s ;).

B) p(t) 2 + *
i °_

t j for -1 < t < 0, p(t) 2
*

j for 0 < t < \. In this case,

p(t) is continuous, but there are no continuous eigenvectors.

In the next three sections, we discuss general mathematical results relevant to problems

of continuity of eigenprojections. In section 3, we argue that it is possible to claim,
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at least for finite-dimensional systems, that degeneracy points are non-generic and so have
zero probability of ever being hit by real physical systems. In section 4, we present the
most important and surprising of the continuity results. This is a consequence of a theorem
due to Rellich. It shows that, under fairly mild conditions on fy and leaving aside eigenprojections

with vanishing eigenvalue, a reduced density operator has an eigendecomposition
into eigenprojections which, in some neighbourhood, evolve analytically, even where there
are degeneracy points. Section 5 is devoted to examples relevant to this result,
demonstrating the behaviour which is possible for eigenprojections with vanishing eigenvalue and
showing that discontinuous evolution of eigenprojections is possible if our conditions on \&

are not satisfied. In section 6, we consider the implications of eigenprojection analyticity
for the modal interpretation. In this case, one can define an eigenvector decomposition
of p that is continuous even at degeneracy points. This allows us to define "assignable"
projections that are finer than the eigenprojections in the spectral resolution (1.1), and we
suggest using these to attribute properties to S. This extension of the modal interpretation
does not suffer from the discontinuity problems of the version based only on the spectral
resolution (1.1).

This investigation is obviously relevant to the problem of defining dynamics for
actually possessed properties in the modal interpretation. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that, because of the time dependence of the probabilities imposed by the modal interpretation,

the continuous evolution of the assignable projections cannot, in general, represent
the only way in which possessed properties may change in time; the property possessed

by an individual system must also make random jumps from one continuously changing
property to another.

Instabilities in the neighbourhood of a degeneracy are not ruled out by these continuity
results. In section 7, we shall demonstrate that arbitrarily small variations, either in the

pure state |\1/><\I/| on Ti, or in the splitting of Ti by which the system S is defined, can
induce significant variations in the eigenprojections of the reduced state. Questions linked
to such instabilities have not been raised explicitly in the modal interpretation. However,
the possible sensitivity of eigenprojections to the exact form of the state has been used

by Albert and Loewer [9, 10] in their criticism of the modal interpretation's account of
measurements. Their work is discussed extensively in [7], We shall argue that, quite in
general, these instabilities pose a serious problem for the modal interpretation, even in our
extended version.

The paper concludes with a brief discussion and with some further examples.

2 Continuity

Questions about the continuity of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors and eigenprojections
of an operator depending on a parameter have been intensively studied for many years.
Much original work on the mathematical theory was done by Rellich (see his lectures, [11]).
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A development and exposition of his work is given in the textbook by Kato [12] and a brief
survey in [13], chapter XII. In this section and in section 4, we shall review some of these
results in the comparatively simple context in which we wish to apply them. Background
for the mathematics used in these sections is widely available. In particular, we would
mention [14], chapter VI, for the theory of trace class operators and [15], chapter IX, for
the theory of analytic functions with values in a Banach space.

lemma 2.1 Let p, a be density operators on a Hilbert space Tis and let (rn(p))^=1,
(rn(cr))n=x be the corresponding sequences of ordered eigenvalues, as in equation (1-2).
Then \rn(p) - rn(cr)\ < \\p - o\\x for n 1,...,N.

proof (Amplifying a remark by Simon [16]).

The min-max theorem states that

rn(p) m&x{min{(tp,ptp) : \[tp\\ l,tp £ V} : V is an n-dimensional subspace of Tis}.

Choose for V the space spanned by eigenvectors (tpk)k=i °f °~ with apt rk(o~)tpk-
Let £= ||p-all!. Then

rn(p) > min{(tp,ptp) : ||V>|| l,yb £ V}
> min{(tf,otp)-e: \\ip\\ l,tp £ V} (tpn,atpn) - e rn(o) - e.

Exchanging p and a, the result follows. I

In the statement of this result, we have used the physically relevant norm for density
operators which is the trace norm, denoted by [| ||i. The proof, however, is valid also for the
operator norm. It is an immediate consequence of this lemma that if p(t) is a continuous
density-operator-valued function of t then, for each n, the nth ordered eigenvalue rn(p(t))
is a continuous function of t.

For ici, let -Pa(p) denote the spectral projection of p, so that, with the notation
introduced above,

Pa(p) ^{|^(p)X^(p)| : rn(p) £ A}.

Suppose that a < fo and that a and fo are not eigenvalues of p. If dim?is oo then
suppose also that a, b / 0. If Ok converges in norm to p, then P(a,b)((7k) converges in norm
to P/atb)(p)- This is a standard result that can be proved using the convergence of the
resolvents. Indeed, a similar result holds for general bounded self-adjoint operators ([14],
theorem VIII.23(b)). We shall give an alternative proof of a somewhat stronger result for
the situation of present interest, that provides explicit error bounds.

lemma 2.2 Let p be a density operator on Tis- Suppose that a < b and that a and b

are not eigenvalues of p. If dim Tis oo then suppose also that a, b ^ 0. Choose e £ (0, \)
such that

inf{|rn(p) - a\} > e, and inf{|rn(p) - fo|} > e.
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Then, for any density operator o such that \\cr — p\\i < |e2,

tr((P(„,fc)(a) - P{a,b){p)f) < e-

proof Suppose that the conditions of the lemma hold. Write Pi P(a,b)(p) and P2

P(a,b)(0-)-

By lemma 2.1, inf{|rn(cr) — a|} > e— |e2 > |e and mf{|7-„((r) — fo|} > e — |e2 > |e, so

that tr(Pi) and tr(P2) are both equal to the number of elements of {rn(p) : a < rn(p) < fo}.

We may assume without loss of generality that tr(Pi) < oo, as tr(Pi) oo only if
dim7-t!s oo and a < 0. In this case, either the result is obvious (for fo < 0 or fo > 1),
or a < 0 < fo < 1. But then 1 - Px P(Mj(p), 1 - P2 P(b,i]K), tr(l - Pj) < oo,
tr((P(a,b)(o-) -P(a,6)(p))2) tr(((l -Pi) - (1 -P2))2) and the result follows from the result
for the interval (fo, 1].

Write P3 P(b,i](<r) if fe < 1 and P3 0 if fo > 1.

Write P4 P[o,a)(cr) ifa>0 and P4 0 if a < 0.

P2 1 - p3 - P4 as, by lemma 2.1, P{a}(o) P{b}(a) 0.

tr(pPiP3) ^{rn(p)<7/.n(p)|P3|^„(p)> : a < rn(p) < fo}

<(fo-e)tr(P1P3).

Similarly, tr(crPiP3) > (b + |e)tr(PiP3), tr(pPiPj) > (a + e) tr(PiP4), and tr(crPiP4) <
(a-|e)tr(PiP4).

Thus, |e2 > tr((cr - p)PiP3) > fsti(PxP3), |e2 > tr((p - c7)P!P4) > fetr(P1P4),

and tr((P1-P2)2) tr(P1)+tr(P2)-2tr(Pi)-r2tr(PiP3) + 2tr(PiP4)<e. |

corollary 2.3 Let p(t) be a continuous density-operator-valued function on an interval
I C K and suppose that, for t £ I, rn(t) is an isolated eigenvalue of p(t) with one-
dimensional eigenspace. (This is equivalent to rn+i(t) < rn(t) < rn_i(t) if 2 < n < N — 1.)
Then the corresponding eigenvector tpn(t) can be chosen to be continuous.

proof tpn(t) is unique up to a phase factor. Choose to £ I and fix tpn(to). By lemma
2.2, the phase-independent projection \tpn(t)><tpn(t)\ is continuous on I. tpn(t) can be ex-

\tpn(t)><ipn(t)\tpn(to)>
tended to an interval around t0 by an expression of the form tpn(t) j—, .—j\<fpn(t)\ipn(to)>\
and similarly to the whole of /. I

example 2.4 Let p(t), t G [0,1], be a continuous path of density matrices on C2 with

p(0)=(2+eo i °_ ^) and p(l) 2-£l x°^),whereO<eo,ei<l
0 i-e0 rw V 0 i+ei
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If p(t) avoids the degeneracy point for all t then the eigenvector I I of p(0) will

move continuously to the eigenvector ofp(l).

Corollary 2.3 allows a complete description of the eigenvectors of a density operator
in terms of continuous trajectories, provided that, at all times, all its eigenvalues are
isolated and all its eigenspaces are one-dimensional. Such a density operator is never
degenerate and both eigenvalues (by lemma 2.1) and eigenvectors (by corollary 2.3) will
evolve continuously. This means that, according to the modal interpretation, the definite
properties and the corresponding probabilities will also evolve continuously, although as
mentioned in the introduction, this does not rule out the possibility, or even the necessity,
of jumps for the properties actually possessed by an individual system. In the next section,
we shall propose that avoiding degeneracy points is generic behaviour, at least for finite-
dimensional systems.

3 The Co-Dimension of the Space of Degenerate Density

Operators

In this section, we shall demonstrate that, on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, the
space of degenerate density operators has co-dimension 3 in the space of all density
operators. The state of a typical physical system will be subject to random environmental
fluctuations, and can be expected to undergo some sort of local Brownian motion. This
means that the state will change continuously and will have probability zero of ever
hitting a degeneracy. It follows that, with probability one, the eigenvalues of the state are
always isolated, and so, even without invoking the analyticity conditions to be introduced
in the next section, the eigenvectors can be chosen to be continuous by corollary 2.3. As
in example 2.4, these continuous eigenvectors always correspond to the same ordering of
the eigenvalues. Thus, if p(t) Z~2n=x sn(t)\tpn(t)><tpn(t)\, where the sn(t) and tpn(t) are
continuous and if si(0) > s2(0) > > sjv(O), then, for all t, sx(t) > s2(t) > > sjv(t).

definition 3.1 Let T(Tis) denote the set of all density operators on Tis, a Hilbert space of
dimension N < oo. Let Tn(Ti8) (respectively Td(Tis)) denote the subset of non-degenerate
(resp. degenerate) density operators.

It follows from lemma 2.1 that Tn(Tis) is an open set in T(Tis). It is a dense set,

because, if p J2n=i PnlV'nXV'nl is an arbitary density operator, with pi > p2 > >

pN, and o — X_2-N J2n=i ^i^nXipnl, then (1 - x)p + xo £ Tn(Tis) for 0 < x < 1 and
(1 — x)p + xa —> p as x —* 0.

The set of self-adjoint operators on Tis is a real vector space of dimension N2, and
T(Tis) is a subset of dimension N2 — 1.
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proposition 3.2 Td(Tis) has co-dimension 3 in T(Tis).

proof Let A (di, d2,..., dM(A)) be a partition of N with 1 < dx < d2 < < dM^
and di + d2 + + c/m(A) N. Let £A be the set of density matrices p with eigenvalues
that can be partitioned according to A; so that, in other words, p has exactly M(A)
distinct eigenvalues and these can be arranged so that exactly dm eigenvalues have the
mth value. For example, E(M<—•*) Tn.

Let G be the unitary group on Ti. G is a compact Lie group of dimension N2 with
Lie algebra given by the self-adjoint matrices on Ti. G acts on S by U • p UpU*. Let Gp
denote the stabilizer of p, so that U £ Gp •$=> U ¦ p — p. Gp is a closed subgroup of G

and, for p £ TA, Gp has dimension Em=i dm so that G/Gp is a manifold of dimension

^2 _ y>M(A) ,2

Let p Em=i PmPm(p)- Choose e > 0 such that m ^ m' => |pm — pm'| > 2s. Let
ö {a: ||p-a||<e}nSA.

Suppose that o £ O. By lemma 2.1, there is a unique ordering (qm)mLi of the
eigenvalues of o so that |pm — qm \ < e, and then a has a unique representation of the form

EM(A) r> / \mU q™Pm(0-)-

There exists U £G such that [/VE/ Emit* 9mPm(p)-

If <t has two such representations,

M(A) M'A)
0- U Y 9mPm(p)U* V Y 9mPm(p)V*,

m=l m=l

M(A) M(A)
then V*[/ 52 qmPm(p)U*V ^ <?mPm(p),

m=l m=l

so that V*E/ G Gp and E/ G VGP.

Thus, Ö takes the form {E/Em=i smPm(p)E/*}, where sm > 0 and |pm — sm| < e

for k 1,..., M (A), Em=i sm 1' an(^ ^ belongs to a neighbourhood of the identity
in G/Gp. There are M(A) — 1 dimensions of variation possible in the sm, so that SA is a

manifold (with boundary) of dimension N2 - YZLV dm + M(A) - 1.

N2 - Emi? dm + M(A) -1 N2- zZmLîHdl - 1) - 1 so, as dm > 1, dim(EA)
is maximized at N2 — 1 when dm 1 for all m, which is when EA S^1'1'-"'1' Tn,
and is next to maximal when dm 1 for m 1,... ,N — 2 and d^-i 2, for which
dim(EA) AT2 - 4. I
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4 Analyticity

If a density operator p(t) is an analytic function of t, then strong results on continuity
of eigenfunctions are available.

definition 4.1 Let I C R be an open interval. Suppose that p(t) is a density operator
on a Hilbert space Ti for t £ I. Let 3i(Ti) denote the space of trace class operators on
Ti. We shall say that p(t) is an analytic function on I if there is an open complex domain
D D I and an analytic function from D into 3x(Ti) which agrees with p(f) on I.

We shall see below that if H is a Hamiltonian on a tensor product Hilbert space
Ti Tis ® Tie then there is a dense set of vectors fy £ Ti such that the reduced density
operator p(t) (e~itH\fy><fy\eitH)a is analytic on E.

theorem 4.2 Let p(t) be analytic on I and suppose that to £ I. Let r be an isolated
eigenvalue of p(t0) with K-dimensional eigenspace, where K < oo. Then, there is an open
interval I0 C I with to G Io on which there exist K (not necessarily distinct) numerical
analytic functions (rk(t))k=i and K vector-valued analytic functions (tpk.(t))k=i- rfc(*o) r
and, for each t £ I0, (tpk(f))^-x is an orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors of p(t) and

rfc(t) is the eigenvalue corresponding to tpk(t).

proof See[ll], §1.1 and §2.2, or [12], §11.1, §11.4, §11.6, §VII.l and §VIL3.

Kato's proof ([12]) involves finding, for some M < K, M distinct numerical
analytic functions (rm(t))m=x on an interval I0 containing to which are such that fm(to) r
and which, for each t G Io, are all the eigenvalues of p(t) close to r, and then constructing

a corresponding sequence (Pm(t))m=i °f projection-valued analytic functions on I0
which, for each t £ I0, form an orthogonal sequence of eigenprojections for p(t) such that

Em=i dim-^m(0 K- The tpk(t) are constructed from the Pm(t). I

corollary 4.3

A) If dim Ti N < oo then, on the whole interval I, there exist N numerical analytic
functions (rn(t))^=x and N vector-valued analytic functions (tpn(~t))n=i, such that, for each

t £ I, (ipn(t))n=x is an orthonormal basis for Ti consisting of eigenvectors of p(t) and rn(t)
is the eigenvalue corresponding to tpn(t).

B) If dim Ti — oo then each pair of functions r^(t) and tpk(t) given by the theorem can
be analytically continued at least until rk(t) —* 0.

proof In case A, theorem 4.2 and its proof can be applied to any eigenvalue of p(t).
At all but a finite number of points of Iq, the functions fm(t) constructed in the proof
are distinct and the Pm(t) are the unique eigenprojections of p(t) corresponding to those
distinct eigenvalues. Thus, A is a consequence of the principle of uniqueness of analytic
continuation for vector-valued functions ([15], §IX.4).
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In case B, theorem 4.2 can be applied to any strictly positive eigenvalue. If dim Ti oo
then, of course, 0 cannot be an isolated eigenvalue with finite-dimensional eigenspace.

Suppose, in case B, that rk(t) is an analytic eigenvalue given by theorem 4.2 and that
Ix is the maximal interval containing to to which it can be analytically extended. Suppose
that T sup/i and that T £ I. Choose e > 0. There is a finite subsequence (rnpr)n=i
of the ordered eigenvalues of p(T) such that En=i Tn,T > * — Ie- As /V is finite, there
is an open interval I2 with T G I2 on which each of these eigenvalues has an analytic
extension rn^(f) which is an eigenvalue of p(f) for t £ I2 and such that t £ I2 implies

En=i rn,r(*) > 1 — £• By uniqueness of analytic continuation, none of these functions,
which are extendable to T, can agree with rk(t) on Ix D I2. It follows that rk(t) < e on
Ix n I2 and so rk(t) —> 0 as t —> T. I

Theorem 4.2 enables us to decompose p(t) further, even at degeneracy points.

definition 4.4 Let p(t) be analytic on I and suppose that to £ I. Call a projection P
"assignable" for p(t) at t0 if and only if there exists a sequence (tn)n>i C / with tn ^ to
for all n and tn —> to as n —> oo and there exists a sequence (Pn(tn))n>i of projections
such that Pn(tn) is a spectral projection of p(tn) and Pn(tn) converges strongly to P as

n —> oo.

Call a projection P "decomposition-assignable" for p(t) at to if either it is the
projection onto the null space of p(t0) or if it is a minimal assignable projection such that
tr(p(t0)P) > 0.

"Spectral projections" are the eigenprojections Pm of (1.1) or sums of such projections,
and "minimal" is intended in the usual sense of the ordering of projections in Hilbert space.

corollary 4.5 Let p(t) be analytic on I and suppose that t0 £ I-

A) Let r be an isolated eigenvalue of p(to) with finite-dimensional eigenspace Tir. Let
Pr be the projection onto Tir.

Then Pr has a unique decomposition of the form Pr Em=i Pm, wnere *he Pm are
decomposition-assignable projections for p(t) at to-

B) Every assignable projection P for p(t) at to is a sum of projections which are either
of the form Pm for some isolated eigenvalue of p(to), or which satisfy p(to)P 0.

C) Every spectral projection of p(t0) is assignable for p(t) at t0.

D) p(to) has a unique decomposition of the form p(to) 2~2nQn(to)Qn(to), where the
Qn(to) are an orthogonal family of decomposition-assignable projections satisfying
EnQn(*o) l-

proof

A) The projections PL are the Pm(t0) constructed in the proof of theorem 4.2. They
are assignable because Pm(t) is analytic and because, at all but a discrete set of points in
the interval I0, all of the functions in the sequence (rm(t))mLi differ. Their minimality
and the uniqueness of the decomposition follow from the proof of B.
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B) Let P be an assignable projection for p(t) at t0- Suppose that (t„)n>i and (Pn(tn))n>i
are sequences with the properties required by definition 4.4.

Let r be an isolated eigenvalue of p(to). Adopt the notation of the proof of theorem
4.2. For N sufficiently large, (tn)n>N C /0- For n > N, either Pn(tn)Pm(tn) Pm(tn) or
Pn(tn}Pm(tn) 0. Convergence of Pn(tn)Pm(tn) requires that either PPm(t0) Pm(t0)
or PPm(t0) 0. To complete the proof, it is only necessary to show that, in infinite
dimensions, P commutes with the projection onto the null space of p(t0). But this
follows because the null space is the space orthogonal to the space spanned by the isolated
eigenvectors.

C) Let P be a spectral projection of p(to)- P can be written either in the form P
ErSflPr or in the form P 1 — Erefl^' wnere R *s some set of isolated eigenvalues
of p(to) and the Pr are the corresponding projections. It is sufficient to consider the first
case, because, if P is assignable then so is 1 — P.

For each r £ R, Pr has a norm-continuous analytic extension Pr(t) to some open
interval Ir containing to, such that Pr(t) is a spectral projection of p(t). Let

Pn X^r(«o + £) : r £ fi, to + J € Ir, and ||Pr - Pr(t0 + 1)|| < 2~N^},

where N(r) is the number of elements of R larger than r. Pn is a spectral projection
of p(to + n)- For any r G fi there exists nr such that n > nr implies to + „ C IT and

\\Pr -PT(to + \)\\ <2-JVW. Choose t/> e Ti with ||V|| 1 and e > 0. There exists N such
that ||E{fir,0n: N(r) > N}\\ < e and such that 2~JV+1 < e. Let mx sup{nr : N(r) <
N}. Then n > mx implies

||(P - PnMI < II YiPr^ : N(r) >N}\\ + YiW(Pr - Pr^ + n)M ¦¦ N(r) > Ni
+ Y{\\(Pr-Pr(to + ^)m\--N(r)<N}

<2e + Yi\\(pr - pr(to + ï))n ¦¦ N(r) < N}.

But now m2 > mx can be chosen sufficiently large that n > m2 implies E(ll(fir —

Pr(t0 + £)MI : N(r) < N} < e. Then n > m2 implies ||(P - Pn)tp\\ < 3e, and so Pn

converges strongly to P.

D) This follows from A and B. I

We shall now establish conditions under which analyticity of p(t) holds. Suppose that
Ti Tis ® Tie. Let (tpn)n>i be a basis for Tie. Let A G Ji(Ti). Then the partial trace of
A is defined as the unique operator As on Tis which satisfies

<tp\As\tp'> Y <lP ® ^n\A\ft ® tpn> for all tp,tp' £Tia. (4.6)
n>l

lemma 4.7 For A £ Ji(Ti), As exists and is independent of the basis (tpn)n>i- As

3i(W.) and HA.Hi < ||A||i.
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proof This is a well-known result (cf. [13] p. 382, problem 153a).

For tp £ Tis with \\tp\\ 1, let Pv be the projection of Ti onto the subspace tp ® Tie.
Then PVAPV £3x(Ti) and

tl(PvAPv) Y«P® ^n|A|<y3 Cg) tpn>
n>l

is absolutely convergent and independent of the basis (tpn)n>x. It follows by the polarization

identity that (4.6) defines an operator As on Tis.

The second part of the lemma is a consequence of the facts that if A G 3x(Tt), then
||A||i sup{| tr(AP)| : ||P|| 1}, and, if B is a bounded operator on Tis, then tr(AsP)
tr(A(S®/)). I

corollary 4.8 For §,fy £ Ti, (\$><fy\)s exists and satisfies

||(|$><*|).||i< || |*X*| ||i |l*ll 11*11-

definition 4.9 Let H be a self-adjoint operator on Ti. For T > 0, a vector fy £ Ti is an
analytic vector for H in {z : \z\ < T}, ([17], p. 201) iffy is in the domain of Hn for all n
and

\\Hnfy\^ nT~
n=0
V "- I|l(2r)n<oo.

If Pq are the spectral projections for H and S < oo, then any fy £ P[_s,s]H wm be

analytic for H in C. Thus, for any Hamiltonian, there is a dense set of analytic vectors
and also, every vector is analytic if H is bounded or if Ti is finite-dimensional.

theorem 4.10 Let H be a self-adjoint operator on Ti and fy G Ti Tis 0 Tie be an
analytic vector for H in D {z : \z\ < T}. For \z\ < T, write p(z) (e-lzH\fy><fy\eizH)s.
Then p(z) is an Jx(Tis)-valued analytic function on D.

proof p(z) is analytic in D if and only if, for all z £ D,

\im(p(z + h)-p(z))/h
h—>0

exists in norm. Using corollary 4.8, this is a consequence of the analyticity of e~'lzH\fy>. |
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5 Examples

The combination of theorems 4.2 and 4.10 gives a satisfactory description of the
behaviour of the eigenvectors of the reduced state of a vector analytic for some Hamiltonian,
except for the question of what may happen when an eigenvalue vanishes and the Hilbert
space is infinite-dimensional. In this section, we address this question and we also show
that discontinuous evolution of eigenvectors is possible if analyticity is not required. The
first example shows that it is possible for eigenvectors to disappear when an eigenvalue
vanishes, even if analyticity is assumed. Time reversal shows that eigenvectors can also

appear. Example 5.1 is ultimately based on work of Rellich and Kato ([12], example
V.4.14), but has been considerably adapted for the present context.

example 5.1 For any9 > 0, there is a Hilbert space Ti Tis®Tie, avectorfy inTi and a
bounded Hamiltonian H on Ti, such that the density operator p(t) (e~ltH\fy><fy\eitH)s
has the following properties:

p(0) has a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors (tpn)n>i- For each m > 1, there
is a unique vector-valued analytic function tpm(f) on (—oo, ^f) such that tpm(0) tpm and
such that the sequence (tpn(t))n>m is a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors for p(t)
when ^^ < t < Vf

Thus, despite the fact that p(t) is analytic — because H is bounded — any given
eigenvector of p(0) disappears in a finite time.

proof Let Tis Tie L2[0,1]. Let un(x) -\/2 sin 7i7ra; and u0(x) y/3x. u0 is normalized

and (un)n>i is a complete orthonormal basis for L2[0,1].

^ /QO
Define fyA,fyB £Tis®Tte by fyA V -r-r\un ® un>, fyB \u0®u0>.z—' n2rK2

71=1

||*a|| ||*b|| i.
°° \/9Ö

Set A y/(\fyA><fyA\)s V -r--|Mn><un| and B (|*BX*B|)S |u0><«0|-
*—' nzTT2
n=l

fy b — <^'aI^'b>^'a /ö" l~2
The vectors fyA and —, \ -fyb — \ -^A are orthogonal and

y/l-\<fyA\fyB>\2 V3 B V3
normalized, so, for 6 £ R, there exists a bounded Hamiltonian H on Tis ® Tie such that

Ï2 fo
e~ltHfyA (cos9t- J-sin9t)fyA + \ -sin6tfyB.

V o V o

(e-'^I^AX^Afe*''^)» ((cos0TJ- W^sinöt)A-|-i/^sinc9tP)2.
V o V o

It is possible to give a complete analysis of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of any
operator on L2[0,1] of the form (oA + bB)2 for a, fo G R.. To do this, it is convenient to
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set A' A/v90. Let tp £ L2[0,1] be an (unnormalized) eigenvector of A' + bB satisfying
OO

(A' + bB)<p \tp. Suppose that tp \J cnun.
n=l

If A 0 then AV —bBtp and so

1 C_i)n.+i
—— cn -b<un\u0><u0\tp> -V&b <u0\tp>.

This is impossible because either <u0\p> ^ 0, in which case cn ~ n, or <u0\tp> 0, in
which case cn 0 for all n. Thus A ^ 0.

X2p X(A' + bB)tp (A' + bBftp
CO

y^ —T-7un + b(A'uo<U0\(p> + tiO<^o|^;|^>) + b2U0<U0\(f>.
n=l

Thus, X2tp(x) v2 YJ " sinn7ra;

+fo( Wa;3 - x)<u0\tp> + v/3a:<uo|AV>) + \/3fo2a;<uo|^>.
2\/3

The first term and its first and second derivatives are uniformly convergent in x. Thus ip
is twice continuously differentiate, and

\2<p"(x) -v^V -^rsinn7ra;-fo\/3a;<7io|¥J> -((A' + bB)tp)(x) -Xtp(a

Also tp(0) 0.

\tp"(x) —tp(x), tp(0) 0 has solutions tp(x) sinpx with p 1/vA for A > 0,
and tp(x) sinhyux with p Ijy/—A for A < 0. As sinpx — sin(—px) and sinhpa;

— sinh(—px) we may take p > 0.

t/3 satisfies <uo|(A' + bB — X)\tp> 0. For p(x) sinh^x this is equivalent to

sinhp 3fo(sinhp — pcoshp), (5-2)

and for tp(x) sinpx it is equivalent to

sin p 3b(sin p — p cos p). (5-3)

It is straightforward to check that any solution either to equation (5.2) or to equation
(5.3) does correspond to an eigenvector of A' + bB. This means that, for any fo, we can
identify the set of all eigenvectors of A' + fofi and, as A' + foB is a compact operator, this
set will be complete ([14], theorem VI.16).
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There are then two distinct cases. If 6 > 0 then there is no solution to (5.2). There is

a solution to (5.3) with 0 < p < it which we shall label as px(b) as well as a solution which
we shall label as pn+x(b) in each interval mr < p < (n + l)ir. For fo < 0, there is a unique
solution po(fo) to (5.2). As 6 f 0~, po(b) —> oo. There is also a single solution p„(fo) to
(5.3) in each interval mr < p < (n + l)ir with n 1,2,..., but there is no solution with
0 < p < 7T.

Write tpn(b) tpn(b,x) W-———^—-—ttt sinpn(b)x for n 1,2,... and write" 2pn(fo)-sm2/jn(fo)

Mb) Mb,') \l sình2^Lp0(b)sìah^{b)x-

If fo > 0 then A' + foP is positive, all its eigenvalues are positive, and a complete
orthonormal eigenbasis is given by (tpn(b))n>i-

For fo < 0 a complete orthonormal eigenbasis is given by (tpn(b))n>i U {tpo(b)}-

It follows from the general, textbook, version of theorem 4.2, that for n > 1 the
functions pn(b) are analytic in fo on R as are the corresponding eigenvectors tpn(b), and
also that po(b) and tpo(b) are analytic in fo on (—oo, 0).

It is also necessary to follow the eigenfunctions of aA' + B a(A' + ^B) through
a 0. In fact, as a increases through 0, pn(~) continues analytically to tpn+x(\) for n > 0.

Now careful tracing of the eigenfunctions of p(t) yields the required result. I
In this example, p(t) is periodic with period 27r/0, but none of the eigenvectors is

periodic. This demonstrates that eigenvectors may fail to reflect fundamental physical
properties of density operators.

Many variations of example 5.1 are possible:

example 5.4 For any 9 > 0, there is a vector fy in a Hilbert space Ti Hs®Tie and a
bounded Hamiltonian H on Ti such that the density operator p(f) (e~ltH\fy><fy\e'itH)s
has the following properties:

p(t) is periodic with period 2ir/9. For each n > 1, there is a vector-valued analytic
function tpn(t) on R which is also periodic with period 2ir/9, and there is a vector-valued
analytic function tp0(t) on (f, ^) such that, for every integer m, a complete orthonormal
set of eigenvectors for p(t) is given by (tpn(t))n>i when 2ljL < t < '

m^~ '*' and by

(Mt))n>i U {Mt - ^^) when &^ <t<^.
Thus, in this case, p(t) has eigenvectors which appear and then disappear.

proof Let Tis Tie Tia © L2[0,1], where Tia is a one-dimensional space with basis
vector xo- Let C |xo><Xo|- Let Ti Tis® Tie.

Define fyA and fyB as in example 5.1.
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Define fyc |xo®Xo>-

(|*c><*c|). C and (|*cX*a|)s |*c><*b|)s 0.

For a,fo,cGR, (\afyA + bfyB + cfycXafyA + bfyB + cfyc\)s (aA + bB)2 +c2C.

For 9 € ft, there exists a bounded Hamiltonian H on Ti, with ||P|| 9, such that
e~itHfyA fyA, and

/5 Ï2
e-UHfyc cos9tfyc+sin9t(J-fyB - \J^a)-

Let fy A=fyA + A=fyc.

ii [E ie~ztHfy (—= ^sinöt)*^-^ J-sin0tfyB + -=cost9t*c.
V2 v 3 V 6 V2

p(t) (e-'^l^'XÎ'le1^), ((4= - 4= sin9t)A + J- sin0tB)2 + - cos2 9tC.
v 2 v 3 V 6 2

The eigenvector analysis now follows example 5.1, using the fact that -yg —\= sin 9t > 0

for all t. I

example 5.5 Let (tn)n>i be any sequence of real numbers (for example, some counting
of the rational numbers). Then there is a vector $ in a Hilbert space K, — Ka ® KLe and a
bounded Hamiltonian K on K. such that the density operator o(t) (e~ltK\$X$>\e'ltK)s
has an eigenvector disappearing at each point of the sequence (tn)n>x.

proof Let Tis, Tie, H, and fy be as in example 5.1. For each n > 1, let TVf be an
isomorphic copy of Tis and let TPf be an isomorphic copy of Tie. Let JCS (B%LxTi™ and

^e ®n=iH™- Define a bounded Hamiltonian K on K, K,s <g> Ke by K ©^P^,
where Hn is the copy of H on HJf ® Ti™. Define $ E,T=i 2Fn eltnHnfyn, where fyn is the

copy of * on Tins ® 7i™. Then <r(t) (e-'tif |$><$|eiiif )s ©~=1^rpn(t - tn), where pn
is the copy of p on 7i™. pn(t — tn) has an eigenvector disappearing at tn. |

When we work with unbounded Hamiltonians in quantum mechanics, it is usually
necessary to place some restriction on the wave-function; at the very least, that it have
bounded expected energy. Analyticity (definition 4.9) is a comparatively strong restriction,

but the final example of this section shows that it may be required if the modal
interpretation is to avoid the possibility of discontinuous definite properties. In fact, with
an appropriate choice of total space Ti and Hamiltonian H, we can obtain the situation
envisaged in examples 1.3 and 1.4.

example 5.6 There is a Hamiltonian H on a Hilbert space Ti Tis (g> Tie and a vector
fy in Ti which is in the domain of Hn for all n, such that for no e > 0 is there any
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continuous vector-valued function tp(t) which is a normalized eigenvector of the density
operator p(t) (e-UH\fy><fy\eitH)s for all t £ [-e,e].

proof Let Ti L2(R)4 {tp (tpx,tp2, tp3, tp4) : tp{ £ L2(R)} with

imi2 E L \^x)\2dx-
i=l JK

Define H (—i—,i —, — i—,i —) on the standard domain so that (e~ltHtp)(x)
dx dx dx dx

(tpi(x -1), Mx + *)> Mx - t),Mx + *))¦

Ti is isomorphic to C2 ® (L2(R) ffi L2(R)) under an isomorphism which sends

(¥>i>¥>2>¥>3.¥>4) to i^'^lY where tPi(x) X(-oe,o](x)Mx) + X[o,oo)(x)Mx) and

*fa(x) Xf-oo.ol^Wz) +X[o,Co)(aO(/:'4(a:).

If^l^W^M.then

/ / \pi(x)\2dx+ f \tPi(x)\2dx

(|*x*|). « ¦«
_

\ / ^i(x)c/32(a;)dx + / tpx(x)tp2(x)dx
VJR JR

/ (pi(x)cp2(x)da; + / ipi(x)tp2(x)da
JR JR

[ \Mx)?dx+ [ \Mx)\2dx
JR JR

To see this, consider, for example, the 1-2 component of (l^xWDs. This is given by
E^Li <£n|/Xo|£„>, where (£„)n>i is a basis for L2(R) ffiL2(R). Let (r)n)n>i be a basis
for L2(R) and set £2n (77«,0), 6n+i (0,7?n).

Then 5Z<€n|/><fl|fn>
n=l

~Y Vn(x)tpi(x)dx / (^2(a;)77n(a;)da;4-V" / 77n(x)V'i(a;)cia; / tp2(x)nn(x)dx.
"[JR J^ n=\^ dR

Now let m be a C°° function such that u(x) 0 unless x £ (0,1), u(x) > 0 for

ce G (0,1), and / u(xfdx 1. Set
Jo

*0») (Mx),Mx),Mx),Mx)) (^u(x),^u(x + i),^u(x + i),o).
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1*1

(e-ltH\fy><fy\el
2 + 4 / \u(x + l~ t)\2dx ^75 / u(x- t)u(x + 1 + t)dx '

Jo Jm.

2V2 / u(x - t)u(x + 1 + t)dx \ + \j |u(a:-r-l-t)|2cia;
V JR J—co

/ \u(x + 1 - t)\2dx > 0 and / u(x - t)u(x + 1 + t)dx 0 for t > 0, while
Jo JR

/ \u(x + 1- t)\2dx 0 and / u(x - t)u(x + 1 + t)dx > 0 for -1 < t < 0.
Jo JR

(e~ltH\fy><fy\eltH)s can now be analysed using example 1.3. I

6 An Extension of the Modal Interpretation

The conventional modal interpretation uses the spectral resolution (1.1) of the
reduced state p to attribute definite properties to the system 5; proposing that at time t
system S possesses Pm with probability pTOdim(Pm). This property attribution suffers
from discontinuities at degeneracy points, where in particular the dimension of the definite
properties changes.

Theorem 4.10 suggests that it may not be unreasonable to assume that the state p(t)
of a subsystem is an analytic function of time. In that case, we can use the analyticity
properties to extend the conventional rule for property assignment. Recall from corollary
4.5D, that if p(t) is analytic at to then p(to) has a unique decomposition of the form

P(*0) ^9"(t0)«3n(i0), (6.1)
n

where the Qn(t0) are an orthogonal family of decomposition-assignable projections satisfying

En<3"(^o) I- (6.1) can be used to attribute properties to the system S, if we
claim that, at time to, system S possesses Qn(to) with probability qn(to)dim(Qn(to))-
This rule of property attribution defines an extended modal interpretation, because the
decomposition (6.1) is finer than the spectral resolution (1.1).

This extension contradicts a number of discussions in which the main rule of the
conventional modal interpretation is uniquely derived from certain postulates ([6], [18]).
We escape these uniqueness results, because our extended modal interpretation violates
the postulate that the set of definite properties should be determined solely by the reduced
state of the system at a fixed time. In our extension, the definite properties are determined
by the reduced state seen as a dynamically evolving object. We think this postulate is just
as reasonable.
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The advantages of such an extension are twofold: first, degeneracies no longer represent

exceptional points, where something dramatic happens with the definite properties;
second, continuous trajectories can be used in formulating general proposals for dynamics
in the modal interpretation.

In the most straightforward cases, the Qn(t) of (6.1) can be chosen to be continuous
in t on the entire interval on which p is defined. Corollary 4.3A and theorem 4.10 show
that this is always possible for a subsystem of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space Ti on
which the dynamics is Hamiltonian. Corollary 2.3 shows that an analogous result holds
whenever degeneracies are avoided, at least if we require in addition that the null space of
p be empty if the system Tis is infinite-dimensional.

In more general cases, we must be more cautious. Example 5.6 demonstrates that an
assumption of analyticity may be required, even given Hamiltonian dynamics and a finite-
dimensional subsystem. Indeed, we have restricted the definition of assignability to cases
in which p(t) is analytic precisely because of such cases. If Tis is infinite-dimensional and
p(t) is analytic on an interval /, then by corollary 4.5D there is at each t0 £ I a unique
decomposition of the form (6.1) in which the Qn(to) are orthogonal decomposition-assignable
projections. However, theorem 4.2 only shows that for each Qn in the decomposition (with
Qn(to) / 0) there is an open interval In containing to, such that an analytic function Qn(t)
can be defined on In. Qn(t) cannot in general be extended further than a point at which
qn(f) tends to zero. As shown in examples 5.1 and 5.4, Qn(t) can be born or die at such
points. As example 5.5 shows, there may be no open interval I containing t0 such that all
Qn(t) are analytically extendable to the whole of /. Thus, at any one time, we can write
down a decomposition (6.1), but since trajectories can be born or die, there is in general
no labelling of the projections such that for two different times tx and t2 and for all n,
Qn(tx) and Qn(t2) can be connected by an analytic trajectory.

Whenever p(t) is analytic, the functions qn(t), with qn(f) > 0, are distinct analytic
functions on their intervals of definition. This means that they can agree only at isolated
instants: they can only cross, and not split or merge. Such degeneracies, which might be
called passing, do not lead to discontinuities in the corresponding Qn(t). What happens
to Qn(ï) as qn(t) —> 0 or to the null projection of p(t) is of no physical relevance, as such

projections are possessed with arbitrarily small, or zero, probability. If a function Qn(f) is

multi-dimensional, one might say that the corresponding eigenvalue qn(t) is permanently
degenerate. While the extended modal interpretation and the conventional modal
interpretation agree in their treatment of permanent degeneracies, they differ in their treatment
of passing degeneracies.

In the cases in which continuity of trajectories holds, one can use the continuous
trajectories to provide a framework for studying the dynamics of the actually possessed
properties in the modal interpretation. As noted in the introduction, continuity of assignable
projections does not entail continuity of actually possessed properties. Nevertheless, the
two can be related by formulating the general evolution of the actually possessed properties
in terms of stochastic transitions from one continuous trajectory to another. Transition
probabilities in this sense have been derived by Vermaas [19] in special cases. General
proposals for dynamics along these lines, and which comply with the results by Vermaas,
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will be the subject of [20].

7 Instability

The examples in this section show that, regardless of how well we can control the initial
state of some physical system, radical alterations in the definite properties defined by the
restriction of that state to a subsystem can be caused by arbitrarily small changes either
in an external parameter or in the identification of the subsystem. As these conclusions
relate to behaviour near a degeneracy, they are physically relevant despite the proposal in
section 3 that degeneracy points are almost never actually hit, and despite the continuity
results proved in section 4.

For instability problems, it is not necessary to consider infinite-dimensional spaces.
We shall work on C4. An isomorphism of C4 to C2 ® C2 can be specified by identifying an
orthonormal basis (/i)4=1 of C with the sequence (ei ® ei, e2®ex,ex® e2, e2 ® e2), where

(eii e2) is a basis for C

Under this isomorphism, if a pure state fy has components fy [in the given

\sJ
Up _|_ |7|2 aß + ^6 \basis of C then (|\I>><\I>|)S has components I à- J- 1012 1C12 m the given basis

of C2.

Choose e > 0. The density matrices p£ and oe of example 1.3 are given by taking fyPc

with co-ordinates

a=J\+e, /9 7 0, and S=\J2-£,

and by taking fy„s with co-ordinates

a =6 H\fï+~£ + \fh-~s) and /3 7 |(yT+^-vT-e)-

For e sufficiently small, these vectors are arbitrarily close, so that arbitrarily small
environmental perturbations can move one to the other.

example 7.1 There exists a Hamiltonian H(n) on a Hilbert space H Tis <g> Tie and
a vector fy £ Ti such that H(n) is bounded and depends analytically on the parameter n
and (e~ltH^\fy><fy\eltH^)$ is jointly analytic in t and n. However, there exist to and

rio such that, for any e > 0, there exist tx, t2, nx, and n2, with

\h - *o| + 1*2 - toi + |ni - 7?o| + \V2 -Vo[<£ (7.2)
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and ||£ — £'|| > \ for any pair (£,£') consisting of an eigenvector £ of
(e-itlH<-^\fy><fy\eitlH^^)s and an eigenvector £' of (e-lt*HM\fy><fy\elt*HM)s.

proof Choose n £ [0, 27r). An orthonormal basis for C4 is given by

*l
COS 77

sm77

<
sin 77

— COST?

tft
°\

r
0/

and a Hamiltonian P(??) which depends analytically on n can be defined by H(n)
i(\tp2Xtp3\ - I^X^2!), so that

itH(ri) I^X^I + cost(|7/,2><^2| + \tp3xtp3\)

+ sinf.(|i/>2X7/>3| - |</>3X</>2|) + k/>4XV>4

Let fy

e ltH^fy cost7|^>+sin77C0st|7/)2>-sin77sint|^>
1

n + sin2 n cos t \ /1 — sin2 77(1 — cos t) '

— sin 77 sin t
0

¦ sin 77 sin t
0

»sin 7700577(1 — cost) / Vsin7700377(1 — cost)

Define p(t,77) (e-^^I^X*^*^),
(1 - sin2 77(1 - cost))2 -sin77sint(l - sin2 77(1 - cost))

— sin 77 sin t(l — sin2 77(1 — cos t)) sin2 77 cos2 77(1 — cos t)2 + sin2 77 sin2 t

(1 - 2 sin2 77sin2 \f)2 -sin77sint(l - 2 sin2 77 sin2 \t)
— sin 77 sin t(l — 2 sin2 77sin2 |t) 4sin2 77 cos2 77sin4 \t + sin2 77sin21

cos2 277 0 § 0

**>*)={ 0 sin22r?J'SOthat^7r'f)=(o ±

sin2f i(l-cosf) l(l-^). cos2f |(l + i)
sin |t

For t close to ir, define n(t) sin 1 I ——2~ sin 77(f) sin \t sin f, so that
\ Gin — t I

p(t,v(t))
r^1-^™2'

-y/i1-^00*^
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The conditions required can be satisfied by taking 770 f, to *i "", and 772 n(t2).
t2 > it and 771 > I are to be chosen so that (7.2) is satisfied. I

By theorems 4.2 and 4.10, for each 77, the eigenvectors of (e~itH(-r^\fyxfy\eitH<^)s in
example 7.1 can be chosen to be analytic functions of t. However the rate at which these
functions change with t becomes arbitrarily large as 77 approaches 770.

We can also use the vectors fyPe and fy„c to show that the definite properties of
a subsystem can depend with arbitrary sensitivity on the precise identification of that
subsystem. This is a serious problem, because at least at the level of relativistic quantum
field theory [21], there does not seem any reason to believe that there is any splitting
of the world into subsystems of the kind considered that reflects a natural underlying
observer-independent and state-independent splitting.

In general, an isomorphism V from a Hilbert space Ti of dimension NsNe to a tensor
product Tis ® Tie, where dimHs Ns and dimWe Ne can be determined simply by
choosing a suitably indexed basis (Xmn)ms=in=i f°r W and defining V by Vxmn Vm^V'nj
where (tpm)rr^=x is a given basis for Tis and (tpn)n^x is a given basis for Tie.

Holding (<fim)Z=i and {i>n)n=i fixed, let {Xmn)Z'=in=i and (Xmn)m=in=i be different
bases for Ti corresponding to two such isomorphisms, V and V. This pair of isomorphisms
may be considered to be close if the basis vectors Xmn and x'mn are sufficiently close, for
all m and n, or, equivalently, if the unitary map U V*V, which satisfies Uxmn Xmn>
is sufficiently close to the identity.

Let fy £ Ti with ||*|| 1, and let (I^X^Ds and (|*><*|)s/ denote the reduced

density operators with co-ordinates defined using (4.6) by

«pm\(\fy><fy\)s\tpm,> =J]<Xmn|*X*|Xm'n>,
n

«^m|(|*x*|)s,|¥Jm,> ^<x'm7l|*x*|xm-„>-
n

It is clear that, at the level of co-ordinates, (|*><*|)s/ (U*\fy><fy\U)s.

In order to make comparisons between different subsystems we lift structure to the
total space Ti. Thus, given an eigenvector Ç of (|*><*|)a and an eigenvector £' of
(|$><$|)8', we compare the corresponding lifted projections V*(|£x£| ® 1)V and

V'*(W><£.'\ ® 1)V, or, equivalently, we compare V*(|£x£| ® 1)V and UV*(\Ç'><?\ ®
1)VU*. Notice that if U is close to the identity, then V*((|1i'X*|)s ® 1)V is certainly

close to V'*((|*><*|),- ® 1)V.

example 7.3 Choose 6 > 0. There exists a Hilbert space Ti which can be expressed as

a tensor product Ti Tis ® He in two possible ways, corresponding to bases (Xmn)m'-in=i
and (x'rnn)m=in=i wn^cn are related by a unitary transformation U and are close in the
sense that \\U - 1\\ < 6. There is a vector fy £ Ti such that for any pair (£,£') consisting
of an eigenvector Ç of (I^X^I), and an eigenvector £' of(\fy><fy\)si we have that

tr((V*(|£x£| ® 1)V - V(\?><£\ ® 1)V')2) > 1.
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proof Choose Ti C4. For e sufficiently small, there is a unitary map Ue arbitrarily
close to the identity acting on Ti such that UEfyac fypc. Let fy fyPe J\ + efu +

y! - e/22, where (/m„)2n=12=i is a basis for C4. Define V : Ti — C2 ® C2 by Vfmn
em ® en, where (em)2n=x is a basis for C2, and let V VE/*.

* Uefyac \(yj\ + ~e + yj\^e~ )UJX + \(xj\+~e - ^J\^~e )UJ2

+è(V/î+^- yfi7^ )Ueh + \{\l\+~e+yJ^~e )UJ4.

For e sufficiently small, as Ue is arbitrarily close to the identity,
tr((V*(|£x£| ® 1)V - V'*(\£'X?\ ® 1)V')2) is arbitrarily close to
tr((|£x£| ® 1 — |£'x£'| ® l)2), which is equal to 2 for any pair of eigenvectors of

(|*X*|). (|*P.><*„.|). and (|*X¥|).. (|¥a.Xtf„.|).. I

8 Conclusion

The results contained in this paper can be seen as clarifying certain features of the
modal interpretation of quantum mechanics, and thus as contributions towards an assessment

of the merits of that interpretation, at least in the versions considered here. The
paper contains both positive and negative results.

We have discussed theorems about continuity and analyticity of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of reduced density operators. We have shown that, under certain conditions, it is

possible to establish the continuity of eigenvectors even at degeneracy points. We have
used these continuity properties to introduce the notion of assignable projections for a
reduced state. We have formulated a version of the modal interpretation which attributes
properties in terms of assignable projections, extending the conventional modal interpretation

which uses the eigenprojections in the spectral resolution of the reduced state. The
properties attributed in our extended modal interpretation can be described in terms of
continuous trajectories. This constitutes a major advantage over the conventional modal
interpretation, and also provides a framework for the derivation of the dynamics of the
actually possessed properties.

On the other hand, the physical adequacy of the modal interpretation must be called
into question. We have shown that the continuous trajectories of the definite properties
exhibit instabilities in the neighbourhood of a degeneracy point. Variations affecting only
slightly the reduced state can induce radical changes in the definite properties. These
radical changes may be induced using arbitrarily small energies, or by an arbitrarily slight
misidentification of the system considered.

The properties attributed in the modal interpretation can also fail to be physically
adequate in the sense that they may not reflect the predicted behaviour of a system. A
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similar point is made by Albert and Loewer [9, 10], who concentrate on a specific model
of measurements. In example 5.1, we have seen that eigenvectors can disappear when the
evolution of the system state is periodic. Here are two further examples:

example 8.1 For t > 0, A > 0, let

_ i (1 + e~xt cos 29t e~xt sin 26>i
PW - 2 y e-xt sin 29t 1 - e~xt cos 2<9i

,.s f cos9t\ / s'm9t
p(t) has eigenvectors I and

\sm9t J \ — cos 9t

In this example, the density matrix is approaching equilibrium, but the eigenvectors
do not reflect this approach.

d2
example 8.2 Let H —-j-^ on L2[0,1] with boundary conditions tp(0) -0(1) 0.

Let p e~ / tx(e~H). p is non-degenerate and has unique eigenvector expansion

n2\unXun\/Z,£<

where un(x) v^sinn-Tra;.

This is a model for an individual particle in an ideal gas in one dimension. The
eigenvectors are entirely delocalized states, so that, in this situation, the properties which
are definite according to the modal interpretation are no less "quantum mechanical" than
the original state. One might wish to claim that in a real (non-ideal) gas in three dimensions
with many particles, the eigenvectors would be, or using degeneracy could be chosen to
be, wavefunctions for localized particles. However, it seems implausible that this is always
necessarily true. It may very well be the case that the density operator for such a situation
is close to a density operator with that type of eigenvector, but, as we have seen repeatedly
in this paper, close density operators do not necessarily have close eigenvectors.

Finally, it is perhaps worth remarking that even the most preliminary supposition
of the modal interpretation can be called into question. This is the supposition that a

quantum mechanical system S can be defined on a Hilbert space Tis with its environment
defined on Tie and that the total Hilbert space of the universe takes the form Ti Tis®Tie.
In relativistic quantum field theory [21], the natural subsystems to work with are those
associated with subsets of space-time. Such subsystems are defined not by "Type I" von
Neumann algebras, like the set of all bounded operators on Tis, but by "Type III" von
Neumann algebras. It is still possible to define the reduction (p) to such an algebra of
the univeral state (|\I/X\I/|), but no eigenvector decomposition of p is now possible. The
examples in this paper demonstrating that eigenvector decompositions may not behave
well under approximations suggest that the modal interpretation is not at liberty to ignore
this difficulty by approximating the speed of light to infinity.
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